
Guidelines for Verbatim Exercise
adapted from The Practice of Pastoral Care

by Carrie Doehring

What Is a Verbatim
“A verbatim is a reconstructed script of a pastoral or spiritual care conversation.” Verbatims are extremely useful in 
the training of pastors, as it helps them reflect on how a conversation unfolded and what was going on when it did. 

How to Do It

1. Over the next few weeks, try to have a caring conversation with someone. You can set up a 
coffee date to check in with someone, or it can be an exchange you have during coffee hour. 

2. As soon as possible after the conversation is over, take down as many notes as you can detailing 
the flow of the conversation, key words or phrases you remember, and especially the points 
at which there seemed to be a disconnect, the focus shifted abruptly, and/or when you felt it 
went deeper.

3. When you get a chance to sit in front of a computer, type up a script of the conversation using 
your notes. Don’t wait too long, though, before your memory fades.

4. Add other details:
• Describe the physical location.
• List what you knew about this person before the conversation.
• In the script, note any changes for you or the other in body language, posture, vocal 

tone, volume, etc
• Add any emotions you remember feeling at different points in the conversation.

Confidentiality
1. Please maintain the person’s confidentiality by not writing their name on your script. Use a 

single letter.
2. We will not share these verbatims directly with each other. Instead, I ask you to bring them on 

Week 5 so that we can reflect generally on them together in light of that week’s reading.
3. If you want to reflect in more depth your Verbatim, I’d be happy to do so with you individually.
4. Even with the person not identified on the script, please do not leave your verbatim lying 

around for others to see. If you need it shredded, I can take care of that for you.

Example
Have a look at the example attached about Rev Sam Lee.






